Inactivation of pulmonary surfactant by different components such as serum, cholesterol or meconium contributes to severe respiratory pathologies through destabilization and collapse of airspaces. Recent studies have analyzed in detail how the interfacial properties of natural surfactant purified from animal lungs are altered as a consequence of its exposure to serum proteins or meconium-mobilized cholesterol. It has been also demonstrated that preexposure of surfactant to polymers such as hyaluronic acid provides resistance to inactivation by multiple inhibitory agents. In the current work, we have extended these studies to the analysis of Surfacen, a clinical surfactant currently in use to rescue premature babies suffering or at risk of respiratory distress due to congenital lack of surfactant. This surfactant is also strongly inhibited by both meconium and serum when tested in the captive bubble surfactometer (CBS) under conditions mimicking respiratory dynamics. As it occurs with native surfactant, Surfacen is markedly protected from inhibition by pre-exposure to hyaluronic acid, confirming that clinical surfactants can be improved to treat pathologies associated with strongly deactivating contexts, such as those associated with lung injury and inflammation. Remarkably, we found that, under physiologically-mimicking conditions, a cholesterolfree clinical surfactant such as Surfacen is less susceptible to inhibition by cholesterol-mobilizing environments than cholesterol-containing natural surfactant, as a consequence of a markedly reduced susceptibility to incorporation of exogenous cholesterol.
Introduction
Pulmonary surfactant is a complex mixture of lipids and specific proteins. It is synthesized and secreted into the alveolar spaces by type II pneumocytes and its main function is to reduce surface tension at the respiratory air-liquid interface, avoiding alveolar collapse and reducing the work of breathing [1] . Therapeutic application of surfactant preparations to babies suffering of Newborn Respiratory Distress Syndrome (NRDS) has proven to be efficient, a fact that has been confirmed in a considerable number of clinical trials, so that exogenous surfactant therapy is a routine practice in patients with NRDS [2] .
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Mayabeque, Cuba). Surfacen is obtained from organic extracts of porcine bronchoalveolar lavages, which are subjected to acetone precipitation to reduce their content of neutral lipids. It is provided as a sterile white lyophilized powder, dosed in vials containing 50 mg phospholipid, 0.3 to 0.7 mg of hydrophobic proteins and 2-3 mg of other lipids. Each vial also contains 18 mg of sodium chloride of the original saline solution used to obtain the lavage [29, 30] . To reconstitute an aqueous suspension of Surfacen, the proper amount of the surfactant dry powder is weighed and suspended in distilled water, with 60 min incubation of the suspension at 37˚C, with occasional vortexing, shortly before running functional experiments. Native porcine lung surfactant was obtained from bronchoalveolar lavage of porcine adult fresh lungs obtained from the slaughterhouse, as previously described [31] , and stored at −70˚C until its use. The lungs were extracted from animals destined to human consumption and no animals were sacrificed for the sole purpose of these experiments. Bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) was performed in porcine lungs with a NaCl 0.9% solution that was then centrifuged at 1.000xg for 5 min to remove cells and cell debris. BALs were stored at -20˚C until use. To obtain surfactant complexes, we first performed a centrifugation at 100.000xg, 4˚C, 1h to pellet the full membrane fraction, and these pellets were later centrifuged in a discontinuous density gradient for 2h, 120.000xg, 4˚C. Solutions used to prepare the density gradient included NaBr 16% NaCl 0.9% for the higher density, NaBr 13% NaCl 0.9% for the intermediate density and NaCl 0.9% for the lower density layers. At the end of the density gradient centrifugation, surfactant complexes comprising lipids and all the interacting proteins, are concentrated as a compact layer between the last two density solutions. This material is composed of 90% lipids and around 10% proteins although only 6-8% by mass are specific surfactant-associated proteins (SP-A, -B and-C). About 80-85% by weight of the lipids are phospholipids, including around 75% phosphatidylcholine, 10-15% phosphatidylglycerol plus phosphatidylinositol and less than 5% phosphatidylserine and sphingomyelin. Almost half content of surfactant phosphatidylcholine fraction is dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC). Cholesterol is the main neutral lipid in this natural surfactant preparation, representing 5-10% by mass of total lipid mass [29] .
First-passed meconium was a gift from Prof. H. W. Taeusch, from San Francisco General Hospital, and was obtained from urine-free diapers of three normal full term infants born at the hospital. The meconium was refrigerated, well-mixed and lyophilized before use. The use of this discarded human material for research had been approved by the San Francisco General Hospital Institutional Review Board overseeing clinical research, insofar as no commercial use is intended and no patient identifiers are used. Hyaluronic acid (HA, 120k) was obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). Dry weight of meconium or HA was used to standardize mixtures with Surfacen. Final concentration of Surfacen was 20 mg/ml, for meconium 10 mg/mL and 0.25% for HA; before starting functional tests Surfacen and mixtures were incubated 30 min at 37˚C in a thermomixer. Porcine serum was obtained from blood and used at a protein concentration of 100 mg/mL. Cholesterol was obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids (Birmingham, AL), and water-soluble cholesterol (complexed with methyl-β-cyclodextrine (MβCD)) was obtained from Sigma (C4951, St. Louis, MO).
The organic extract of Surfacen was obtained by chloroform/methanol extraction of Surfacen aqueous suspension. Supplementation of organic extract of Surfacen with cholesterol was achieved by adding the proper amount of cholesterol dissolved in chloroform to the organic extract of Surfacen before drying. The mixture was then dried under nitrogen and then in UNIVAP for 2 h to remove traces of solvent and later re-hydrated in saline solution for 60 min at 37˚C with periodical stirring at 550 rpm every 10 min.
Methods
Surfactant performance was evaluated at 37˚C was evaluated by captive bubble surfactometry as described previously [32] . The chamber contained 5mM Tris-HCl pH 7, 150mM NaCl and 10% sucrose. After a small air bubble (0.035-0.040 cm 3 ) was formed, approximately 150nL of surfactant (20 mg/mL) were deposited below the bubble surface. Such small volume was geometrically measured at the image from the microscope of the CBS, taking into account the height of the column of surfactant applied within a transparent capillary of known diameter. Following surfactant application, the change in surface tension (γ) was monitored over five minutes from the change in shape of the bubble (17) . The chamber was then sealed and the bubble was rapidly (1s) expanded to 0.15cm 3 , to record post-expansion adsorption. Five minutes after expansion, quasi-static cycles started, where the bubble size was first reduced (by a 20% of its previous volume) and then enlarged in a stepwise fashion. There was 1 min intercycle delay between each of four quasi-static cycles and a further 1 min delay before starting dynamic cycles, in which the bubble size was continuously varied at 20 cycles/min. Data from initial and post-expansion adsorption are presented as averages from several experiments (n>3), while graphs plotting quasi-static (Q-static) and dynamic cycles correspond to single representative experiments. In order to study the inhibitory effect of serum, with a inhibitory mechanism that depends on the competence with surfactant for adsorption at the interface, we first injected 2 μL of full serum (~100 mg/mL protein concentration) to form a layer at the bubble air-liquid interface, and then surfactant was injected in the subphase near the surface [19] . To study the inhibitory effects of meconium or cholesterol, which typically act by perturbing composition and structure of surfactant membranes, surfactant was first premixed with cholesterol or meconium, and the mixtures were later injected into the subphase near the bubble. We used a concentration of surfactant of 20 mg/mL in all functional experiments. In some experiments, HA was premixed with surfactant or surfactant/meconium mixtures and immediately injected into the subphase as described above (19) .
To determine the percentage of incorporation of cholesterol to the surfactants, the proper amount of surfactant was exposed to different proportions of cholesterol-loaded methyl-β-cyclodextrine (MβCD), incubated during 30 min, 550 rpm at 37 o C in thermomixer. After spinning at 14800 rpm the pellet was resuspended in buffer and used to quantitate phospholipid content, using the phosphorus assay described elsewhere [33] , and cholesterol concentration with an enzymatic colorimetric method commercially provided by Spinreact (Girona, Spain). Alternatively, incorporated cholesterol was quantitated in preparations resuspended from mixtures of surfactant organic extract and chloroform organic solutions.
Most figures represent the mean ± S.D. after averaging data from several (n>3) independent experiments. Typically, four different experiments have been repeated with each sample, except for experiments exposing surfactant to meconium, which have been repeated 9 times to document the high intrinsic variability of meconium effects. CBS compression-expansion experiments are shown as representative isotherms. To identify statistically significant differences, one-way ANOVA with Duncan post t-test analysis was performed (InfoStat 2018) [34] . Probability values of p<0.05 were considered significant.
Results
Fig 1A illustrates how Surfacen in the absence of serum rapidly forms a surface film that reduces surface tension to 24.4±1.4 mN/m after 5 min of initial adsorption and after expanding the bubble interface for 5 minutes. During the initial adsorption, Surfacen is able to reach the interface in a few seconds. When Surfacen was applied underneath a serum layer adjacent to the air-liquid interface, no adsorption of Surfacen occurred because the surface tension remained at 43.2±2.3 mN/m, close to the tension of a pure serum film, and significantly higher (p = 0.00001) than that produced by Surfacen in the absence of serum. After expansion, the minimal surface tension after 5 min also remained unchanged at 41.7±2.6 mN/m, indicating that Surfacen was not able to compete efficiently with serum components to reach the interface. In contrast, application of Surfacen pre-exposed to HA restored the ability of surfactant to reach the interface and lower surface tension to values of 25.6±0.6 mN/m even in the presence of serum (no significant difference with respect to Surfacen alone in the absence of serum). In principle, HA does not affect the composition and behavior of Surfacen surface film, as the equilibrium tension reached by Surfacen alone was similar to that of Surfacen premixed with HA.
Fig 1B summarizes compression-expansion isotherms of Surfacen films formed in the absence or presence of serum. In the absence of serum, Surfacen cycling isotherms exhibited optimal behavior, with the first quasi-static cycles showing greater hysteresis that subsequent cycles. At the end of the fourth quasi-static cycle, surface tension dropped to 3.0±0.8 mN/m after an area reduction of less than 20% of the original area. Dynamic cycles show normal function of Surfacen in the absence of serum, with very low surface tension (3.1±0.7 mN/m) reached upon less than 20% area reduction. Surfacen (20 mg/mL) applied just below the surface of the bubble, underneath a pre-formed serum layer, was not able to lower surface tension below 20.6±1.6 mN/m (Q-static cycles) or 13.9±5.8 mN/m (dynamic cycles), values that were both significantly higher (p = 0.0001) than those reached in the absence of serum, even after as much as a 50% reduction of surface area. However, application of Surfacen pre-mixed with HA was able to restore the ability of Surfacen to get a minimum surface tension that was statistically indistinguishable from that reached by Surfacen in the absence of serum during both Qstatic and dynamic cycles.
Fig 2 compares interfacial adsorption kinetics of Surfacen and Surfacen pre-exposed to meconium, as assessed after deposition at the interface of the air bubble in the captive bubble surfactometer. Initial and post-expansion adsorption (Fig 2A) as well as quasi-static and dynamic cycling isotherms (Fig 2B) of Surfacen can be compared with and without pre-incubation with meconium. Clean Surfacen adsorbs to form a stable surface film with a minimum equilibrium surface tension of 23±0.5 mN/m within the first seconds after application. Surfacen exposed to meconium adsorbed as fast as clean Surfacen, although it reached a somehow higher surface tension (33.5±9.4 mN/m after five minutes). Re-adsorption of excess material upon expansion of the bubble showed similar results (Fig 2 A) . Variability of the isotherms obtained from meconium-treated samples is typically very high, independently of the number of experiments and samples tested, probably as a consequence of the particulated and heterogeneous nature of meconium itself.
Cycling isotherms obtained from clean Surfacen films show practically no compression/ expansion hysteresis along the successive quasi-static or dynamic cycles (Fig 2B) . Surfacen reaches a minimum surface tension of 2.4±0.15 mN/m with only 15% compression during dynamic cycles. In contrast, the isotherms of Surfacen exposed to meconium exhibited again high variability of the cycling isotherms. In Fig 2B three representative experiments (from a total of nine repetitions) of such variable behavior are summarized, under quasi-static as well as dynamic cycles, while the experiments were carried out under identical conditions. Under quasi-static compression/expansion cycling, hysteresis was still limited but much larger area compression was needed in some experiments in order to get values of minimal surface tension of 19.6 mN/m. However, no effect of meconium was observed in other experiments where pre-exposure to meconium still maintained ability to get minimal surface tension, similar (i.e. at the third and fourth cycles) to clean Surfacen. In contrast, meconium-exposed Surfacen always needed larger area compression and exhibited marked hysteresis in both quasistatic and dynamic cycling.
On the other hand, isotherms obtained from films formed by the mixture Surfacen/HA (Fig 3) always exhibited a similar behavior independently of being or not pre-exposed to meconium, with meconium-exposed Surfacen still showing practically no compression/expansion hysteresis and reaching a minimal tension of 2.8±0.6 mN/m with only 20% of area compression. Only the first quasi-static cycle exhibited a marginal hysteresis, which was lost in the subsequent cycles, probably as a consequence of an equilibration/reorganization of the film during compression. In summary, addition of HA totally restored the behavior of Surfacen in the presence of meconium during Q-static and dynamic compression-expansion cycling, which finally produced very low surface tension. Furthermore, HA-treated Surfacen showed a very consistent interfacial behavior, with no variability between experiments with or without meconium pre-exposure.
Fig 4 summarizes the most relevant parameters defining the behavior of Surfacen challenged with meconium at the CBS and the reversion by HA. Panel A illustrates the equilibrium surface tension reached upon adsorption, either initially or after bubble expansion, of meconium-and/or HA-pretreated Surfacen. Equilibrium surface tension reached during initial adsorption by HA pre-exposed surfactant was not statistically different from that produced by films made of Surfacen alone. Surfacen pre-mixed with meconium lead to significantly higher average surface tension (p = 0.005) than clean Surfacen or Surfacen pre-mixed with meconium and HA. Differences in minimal tension during post-expansion adsorption were not found to be statistically significant, due to the large standard deviation as a consequence of the high heterogeneity in the behavior of replicas, probably associated with the intrinsic complexity and heterogeneity of meconium as indicated above. Panel B in Fig 4 illustrates minimum and maximum surface tension at the end of the 4th quasi-static or of the 20th dynamic compressionexpansion cycles of meconium-and/or HA-pretreated Surfacen. Surfacen pre-exposed to meconium in the absence of HA produced significantly higher surface tension (p = 0.006) than clean Surfacen or Surfacen exposed to meconium in the presence of HA, during q-static cycling. The minimal tension was not statistically different during dynamic cycling, indicating that the films could be at least partly depurated of deleterious components during rapid compression. However, meconium-exposed Surfacen produced significantly higher maximal tensions (p = 0.005) at the end of the expansion part of the dynamic isotherms than clean Surfacen or Surfacen that had been exposed to meconium in the presence of HA. This indicates that although rapid cycling could aid to continuously depurate the less surface-active components from meconium-contaminated interfacial films, adsorption is still defective to properly replenish the films with new arriving components during the expansion periods. Optimal behavior during both q-static or dynamic cycling was fully preserved in the presence of HA. Panel C summarizes the area reduction needed to reach minimum surface tension at the end of the 4th quasi-static or 20th dynamic compression-expansion cycles. Surfacen exposed to meconium needs a reduction in area of almost 40% to get similar surface tension to Considering the high variability of the effect of meconium on Surfacen and the fact that the inactivation of surfactant by meconium has been proven to rely on the amount of cholesterol transferred from meconium [27] , we decided to compare meconium inactivation with the effect of the incorporation of an excess of cholesterol into Surfacen complexes. Fig 5A shows that the addition of 20% (w/w) cholesterol to Surfacen produced different effects on its biophysical behavior depending on the strategy used to expose Surface to the sterol. When 20% (w/w) cholesterol was incorporated into Surfacen mixtures that were previously extracted by organic solvents and later reconstituted again as cholesterol-containing aqueous suspensions, it produced a clearly deleterious effect on the Q-static and dynamic compression-expansion isotherms, which required an area reduction of around 40% to reach minimal surface tensions of only 20 mN/m. In contrast, exposure of Surfacen to 20% (w/w) cholesterol solubilized by cyclodextrin had a very limited inhibitory effect on its biophysical behavior. In this case, Qstatic cycles required larger area reduction (around 50% in the first cycle) at first instance, but in the fourth cycle compressibility was restored to the same values as in cholesterol-free Surfacen. However, all compression-expansion cycles showed larger hysteresis in comparison to those in the isotherms of cholesterol-free Surfacen. In the dynamic compression-expansion isotherms, only the first cycle had a larger hysteresis. Cholesterol (added as organic mixture or solubilized by cyclodextrin) had not apparent effect on either initial or post-expansion adsorption, independently of the incorporation method.
The inhibitory effect of the incorporation of cholesterol to Surfacen in organic solvent mixtures seems to be associated to an effective increase in the proportion of cholesterol up to 16% with respect to phospholipids (Table 1) once the Surfacen/cholesterol mixtures were again reconstituted as aqueous solutions. In contrast, exposure of Surfacen to cholesterol-loaded MβCD only increased the proportion of the sterol into the surfactant complexes up to 11%. It has been determined that the physiological level of cholesterol in endogenous native lung surfactant can be around 5-10% with respect to phospholipid mass. As Surfacen production ends in an almost complete depletion of cholesterol [35] , the ulterior incorporation of proportions of cholesterol that do not overpass by as much as 10% could still maintain physiological limits with no apparent negative effects in Surfacen biophysical behavior. We therefore proceeded to test the effect of the exposure of Surfacen to much higher levels of cholesterol, which could increase the actual incorporation of cholesterol into the complexes of this clinical surfactant, mimicking certain pathological contexts. To this purpose, we incubated Surfacen with 40% (w/w) cholesterol solubilized in MβCD, as this could mimic situations in which high amounts of cholesterol could be mobilized towards surfactant, such as in cases of meconium aspiration. Fig 5 illustrates that the behavior of Surfacen exposed to 40% cholesterol solubilized by cyclodextrin was not too different from the behavior of Surfacen exposed to 20% solubilized cholesterol. Table 1 shows that there are important differences in the extent of incorporation of cholesterol into Surfacen complexes compared to the incorporation into native lung surfactant upon exposure to comparable amounts of solubilized cholesterol. Surfacen seems always to incorporate less cholesterol in comparison with native surfactant membranes. When cholesterol is added to surfactant mixtures in organic solvent, both surfactant phospholipids and cholesterol are fully mixed and incorporated into common reconstituted membranes. When cholesterol is solubilized by aqueous mobilizing agents, such as bile acids or cyclodextrin, and added directly to the aqueous suspensions of surfactants, the incorporation of cholesterol could depend on factors such as the composition and structure of the membranes. In this sense, it seems that the susceptibility of each surfactant to incorporate solubilized cholesterol could differ substantially, with a possible threshold above which further addition of soluble cholesterol to the medium does not increase the content of cholesterol any further in surfactant complexes (Table 1 ). Fig 6 illustrates the different biophysical behavior of native surfactant complexes and of the clinical surfactant Surfacen once exposed to water-soluble cholesterol. Native surfactant membranes were more susceptible to incorporation of cholesterol than the clinical surfactant (Table 1) and as a consequence, native surfactant exposed to solubilized cholesterol exhibits a worse biophysical behavior than cholesterol-exposed Surfacen (Fig 6) at the conditions imposed by our CBS tests, designed to mimic physiologically-meaningful constraints.
Discussion
This study has analyzed the sensitivity of Surfacen, a clinical surfactant currently in use, to inhibition by pathogenic substances such as serum (leaked into alveolar spaces in cases of lung injury, inflammation and edema) or meconium (aspirated by babies suffering MAS). The inhibition has been tested in vitro, under conditions that have been recently optimized [19] to mimic truly pathogenic contexts, including high concentrations of surfactant (20 mg/mL) and serum (100 mg/mL protein). Concentration of surfactant used for inhibition studies is a crucial factor, because a critical concentration is required for a clinical surfactant to reorganize from a dispersed suspension of membranous complexes into large surface-associated membrane networks, depending on the particular surfactant and ionic conditions [25, 36] .
Previously, only a few studies have compared different surfactant preparations against inactivation by plasma proteins, and it was found that different surfactants have differential sensitivity to inhibition [37] . The susceptibility of Surfacen to inactivation had not been previously tested, in spite of Surfacen being extensively applied in Cuban hospitals to treat babies suffering or at risk of NRDS. Previous results have also shown the potential of using polymers to reduce surfactant inactivation [12, 16, 20] . Anionic polymers such as HA or chitosan have more advantages than non-ionic ones, as they require lower concentrations to revert inhibition and therefore impose a lower viscosity to the final surfactant-polymer mixture [9] . The exposure to HA showed similar effects towards different surfactant preparations, indicating that they are all reactivated by a common mechanism. We recently reported that polymers not only enhance interfacial adsorption but also restore compressibility of surfactant films during compression-expansion cycling in the presence of inhibitors [19] . It was therefore concluded that the reversion mechanism is somehow general for surfactants and not specific for the inhibitory agents tested. Further studies concluded that exposure to polymers above concentration thresholds at which polymer chains entangle causes substantial changes in surfactant membrane structure [38] . These changes include extensive packing, dehydration and structural depuration ending in a highly active structure able to overpass inhibition by serum or meconium. Many of these changes were irreversible, suggesting that pre-exposure to polymers such as HA could be introduced at the production protocols of clinical surfactants as a mean to deliver much better therapeutic preparations. The results of the current study illustrate the inhibitory effect of serum or meconium towards one more therapeutic surfactant, Surfacen, and extend the ability of HA to impart a substantial resistance to inactivation to this extensively used clinical preparation. Mixtures of Surfacen with HA challenged by different inhibitory agents resulted in restored activity, comparable to that of pristine Surfacen. HA did not interfere with surface activity of Surfacen itself, suggesting that addition or treatment of Surfacen with polymers such as HA could enhance its activity under the challenging conditions imposed by pathologies such as meconium aspiration syndrome (MAS) in neonates or acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) in children and adults.
Cholesterol is the major neutral lipid in pulmonary surfactant where it can be encountered at a concentration of up to 10% by mass (20 mol %) with respect to phospholipids. The presence of cholesterol in surfactant has long been known; however, the role of cholesterol in surfactant remains uncertain [23] . On the other hand, presence of an excess of cholesterol has been linked with impairment of surfactant function associated with severe pathologies such as ARDS [39, 40] . Traditionally, cholesterol inhibition has been studied at the bench by adding cholesterol dissolved in organic solvent into organic extracted surfactant mixtures. However, incorporation into surfactant complexes of cholesterol from organic solvent mixtures is not physiologically relevant, as cholesterol is made available in vivo as part of structures that solubilize it in water, such as lipoproteins or bile salt micelles. A variety of methods have been used to model mobilization of cholesterol from and into lipid membranes with variable success. We have applied here an incorporation method based on the exposure of surfactant complexes to cholesterol-loaded cyclodextrin. Previous studies have shown that cholesterol molecules are easily incorporated from cholesterol/cyclodextrin complexes into cell membranes [41] or into surfactant complexes [27] , the incorporation being well reproducible and needing short incubation times. It has been reported that at least 20% of cholesterol (w/w, cholesterol/phospholipid) is required to observe surfactant dysfunction [9, 22, 24, 40] . We have therefore evaluated the incorporation of 20% of cholesterol but in its solubilized aqueous form. Interestingly, we found that not all the cholesterol was actually incorporated into the Surfacen membranes (see Table 1 ), and as a consequence, its biophysical behavior was not dramatically affected because the final proportion of cholesterol did not overpass physiological-like levels by much. We compared this behavior with that of native surfactant, which could somehow reproduce in vitro conditions thought to occur during meconium aspiration in vivo events, where cholesterol amounts in bronchoalveolar lavages become very high [42] . The differences between membranes from native versus the clinical surfactant with respect to their capacity to incorporate cholesterol are remarkable. It seems that a cholesterol-containing surfactant, such as the native preparation obtained from porcine lungs, could be somehow 'primed' to accept more sterol delivered from soluble structures such as the cyclodextrin complexes. Gunasekara et al [22] confirmed the hypothesis predicted by Discher et al [43] that cholesterol could associate with DPPC-enriched membrane regions rather than with the more fluid matrix, by using the exogenous surfactant preparation BLES. Previous studies by our group showed that condensed domains in Surfacen membranes, presumably DPPC-enriched, were larger and occupied a larger fractional surface than condensed domains in native lung surfactant or its organic extract as seen by epifluorescence microscopy [35] . Our current results suggest that a higher proportion of condensed membrane domains, as exhibited by Surfacen, is not at all associated with a higher cholesterol incorporation, but the opposite. We therefore propose that the transference of cholesterol from soluble structures into surfactant membranes could start at the most fluid regions, independently of where cholesterol finally partitions as a consequence of ulterior lateral diffusion and equilibration. The consequence is that Surfacen could be less prone to accepting solubilized cholesterol than the native surfactant complexes or other clinical preparations with less proportion of condensed membranes. A main compositional difference shared by Surfacen and other therapeutic preparations such as Alveofact, Infasurf or Survanta with respect to native surfactant is the significant reduction in cholesterol content [29, 44, 45] . It has been argued that a low-cholesterol content could permit exogenous surfactants to better resist exposure to cholesterol-rich pathogenic contexts before reaching the inhibitory thresholds of cholesterol in surfactant. Our results suggest that incorporation of cholesterol into surfactant might not be a mere question of adding up the exogenous cholesterol to the endogenous proportion. Exposure of Surfacen to higher amounts of cholesterol did not imply in fact a proportional increase in cholesterol incorporation and confirms that a maximum cholesterol stoichiometry seems to be acceptable in this complex [22] . The consequence is that Surfacen does not seem to reach apparently the proportions of cholesterol that could compromise the compressibility and mechanical stability of its interfacial films. This is likely a consequence of the particular lipid composition of Surfacen and its concomitant membrane phase structure, although other differences between Surfacen and native surfactant complexes, such as the level of complexity of the membrane networks or the lack of proteins such as SP-A, could also contribute to the different responses to cholesterol incorporation in a manner difficult to predict. In principle, one would expect that more complex three-dimensional structures such as those in native surfactant, as they are assembled and secreted in vivo, should be more protected from exposure to soluble cholesterol transporters and therefore be less susceptible to cholesterol transfer. This is clearly not the case. Presence of protein SP-A has been also proposed as protective of surfactant inhibition, again as a consequence of the protein promoting the assembly of more compact and complex lipid/protein membrane networks [46] [47] [48] . Our results seem to indicate that these differences in membrane complexity potentially promoted by SP-A are not associated with reduced cholesterol incorporation but with transfer of larger amounts of sterol and higher susceptibility to functional inhibition. The different physico-chemical properties in terms of lipid packing, fluidity, or viscosity of the cholesterol-free membranes of Surfacen, and possibly of other cholesteroldepleted surfactants, could impose an intrinsic barrier to cholesterol import by cholesterolmobilizing agents and therefore provide a genuine resistance to cholesterol inhibition. In this sense, Surfacen could constitute an excellent clinical preparation for treating cases where cholesterol inactivation is expected as an important pathogenic factor, as it occurs in patients of MAS. To what extent the resistance to cholesterol inhibition is a general feature of any cholesterol-free clinical preparation or whether it is a combination of the lack of cholesterol and a particular composition/structure generated as a consequence of the procedures applied during surfactant production is something that requires further investigation. It remains also as an open question to what extent this resistance to incorporate exogenous cholesterol, and therefore to resist certain inhibitory contexts, would be also exhibited under true in vivo challenging conditions. Optimizing a composition/structure with minimal cholesterol incorporation capabilities could contribute to implementing novel strategies in the production of the exogenous surfactants that are still required to treat the most challenging respiratory pathologies.
